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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Written in a friendly, example-driven format, the
book includes plenty of step-by-step instructions and examples that are designed to help you get
started with Apache Solr. This book is an entry level text into the wonderful world of Apache Solr.
The book will center around a couple of simple projects such as setting up Solr and all the stuff that
comes with customizing the Solr schema and configuration. This book is for developers looking to
start using Apache Solr who are stuck or intimidated by the difficulty of setting it up and using it. For
anyone wanting to embed a search engine in their site to help users navigate around the mammoth
data available this book is an ideal starting point. Moreover, if you are a data architect or a project
manager and want to make some key design decisions, you will find that every example included in
the book contains ideas usable in real-world contexts.
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It in just one of my personal favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have read. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Delia Rutherford-- Delia Rutherford

The ideal ebook i actually study. It usually does not expense too much. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs
are for relating to should you request me).
-- Mrs. Jacklyn Simonis-- Mrs. Jacklyn Simonis
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